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MILITARY BALL
MONDAY NIGHT

FAIR WOMEN AND BRAVE MEN IN THEIR BEAUTY AND THEIR CHIVALRY

Governor Spry and Staff Will Honor Notable Occasion.

Monday night, February 26th, will occur what is generally conceded by all students to be the crowning social event of the school year—the much-spoken and time-honored annual Military Ball. To most students and friends the mere mention of the name brings vividly to mind the memories of former celebrations of the same event in picturesque forms which defy description, but to those new students who perhaps have never before heard of the "Military Ball," Student Life now takes pleasure in introducing you to the term. As was demonstrated to the writer by several inquiries made of him recently, while away from school, many former students who are now engaged in practical work, keep well in mind this occasion, as the little boy looks forward to the Fourth of July and firecrackers.

But any of our friends making extra exertions to be present may rest assured that the end will justify the means.

The Military Department are bold in declaring that the demonstration this year will be of a

(Continued on Page Four)

INFORMAL TALKS ON
LITERARY TOPICS

A considerable number of College students, particularly seniors, juniors and specials, have expressed the wish that the Institution might provide a series of informal lectures with illustrative readings to prevent their interest in literature from dying out completely. To meet the want of this class of students, most of whom are taking no courses in literature, the English Department will conduct such a series of literary talks. These will be made as dif.

(Continued on page four)

COLLEGE ROLL

FIRST ROLL
College

Adams, Kate
Alder, Byron
Andrus, Lyman
Baker, William
Ball, Isaac B.
Barker, Joseph D.
Beagley, Harry
Bennion, Heber
Benion, Mary
Bennion, Therone W.
Bjarnason, Leffer
Bowen, Alice
Braithwaite, George R.
Bunderson, Hervin
Burns, Retta
Christensen, Orson
Chattway, Christine
Cole Truman
Dixon, Asel H.
Eckel, Marie
Fister, George
Powler, Benjamin
Green, Walter
Goodwin, Nettie
Hansen, Chas. F.
Grobell, Elizabeth
Green, Mark
Hill, Reuben
Hickman, Joseph
Hendrickson, Irene
Hunsaker, Veda
Haw, Vaughn
Jennings, David
Jansen, Gilbert
Israelson, O. W.
Issacson, May
Lairdton, John L.
Lee, Lucile
McAlister, Florence
Martinez, Vere L.
Molof, Stella
Ogden, Junius F.
Peters, John W.
Porter, Ralph O.
Price, Sterling E.
Roes, Chas. W.
Sharp, John A.
Stewart, George
Wanggard, Louis B.
Webb, Heber J.
White, John E.
Wilson, John
Humphreys, LeGrande

HICKMAN, Joseph
Hendrickson, Irene
Hunsaker, Veda
Haw, Vaughn
Jennings, David
Jansen, Gilbert
Israelson, O. W.
Issacson, May
Lairdton, John L.
Lee, Lucile
McAlister, Florence
Martinez, Vere L.
Molof, Stella
Ogden, Junius F.
Peters, John W.
Porter, Ralph O.
Price, Sterling E.
Roes, Chas. W.
Sharp, John A.
Stewart, George
Wanggard, Louis B.
Webb, Heber J.
White, John E.
Wilson, John
Humphreys, LeGrande

FIRST ROLL
High School

Batt, Ruby
Belding, John W.
Bassie, Ivy

(Continued on Page Four)

MONTANA AND WYOMING TO PLAY A.
C. U. HERE

Coach to Send Offer With Guarantee for Games Here Next Fall.

At the regular Executive Committee Wednesday, Coach and Manager Pfister were authorized to offer Wyoming and Montana each a guarantee of $450 for games to be played here sometime next fall. Coach seemed to feel sure that these guarantees were ample and that the teams would gladly accept the proposals. Wyoming had a strong team last year, but will have to more fully comply with the Conference rules in her games this year.

The University of Montana has given us good hard games the past two years, and it is expected that there game here will excite large enough attendance of town people to almost cover the guarantee. The guarantee with Montana is to be from $400 to $500.

and conditioned on their giving our team a similar guarantee next year.

Coach also asked for authority to submit a counter proposition to the U. of C. in regard the matter of passes for our Thanksgiving Game with them next year. The first understanding was that each school was to have equal pass privileges, including passes to the board of Regents of the "U" and the board of Directors of the A. C. But the contract submitted to us by the "U" now puts the privilege of issuing passes entirely in their hands. It is a minor point but Coach that it advisable to be settled right.

THE HENDRICKS MEDAL

ORATORICAL CONTEST TO
NIGHT AT 7:30 IN THE
CHAPEL.

This evening the much talked of and long expected oratorical contest takes place in the College Chapel. It is to be hoped that the majority of the members of the Student Body will be assembled at 7:30 to hear their friends and fellow-lassmates emulate the
fame of Daniel Webster and Patrick Henry. Invite all your friends, relatives, acquaintances, and fill the Chapel.

Every student who realizes the value of being able to speak in public; every debater, impressed as he must be with the necessity of extemporaneous and, ease and poise in the public forum; in short, every student with the least touch of ambition to sway his fellow-beings by the power of the spoken word, should enter this contest. It is one of the few occasions when the girls of the U. A. C. should show the so-called "Level of Creation that in the department of spoken eloquence at last, woman is easily his peer.

The gold medal offered as a prize is given by Professor Hendricks in the hope that it may stimulate the students of the U. A. C. to place a more correct appreciation on the value of coherent extemporaneous speaking: the ability to think clearly and to express one’s thoughts forcefully and effectively while standing before an audience. This ability, in and of itself, is of untold value to any individual. In the College collectively, it would be the greatest single factor in keeping the debating record of the U. A. C. up to its present high level.

The following are the rules of the contest:

Each speaker may occupy only eight minutes of time. A warning tap will be given when seven minutes have elapsed.

No notes of any kind, and no memorized passages will be permitted in the contest. It is to be purely a test of ability to speak extemporaneously.

Each of the five judges will vote by ballot, without consultation, for the speaker who, in the opinion of the judge, stands first. If the majority of the judges fail to agree, they will resort to consultation.

Each speaker must select his subject from the following list. Report in the course of the afternoon or evening to one of the following: Miss Huntsman, Prof.

Hendricks, Prof. Pedersen, Prof. Larsen, Prof. Carroll.

List of Subjects.
The Pioneers.
Educational By-Products.
A Municipal Theatre for Logan.
Our Canyons as Real Estate Assets.
The Nobel Peace Prize.
"Back to the Farm."
Our New Gymnasium.
Pensions in the United States.
The Southern Problem.
The Country Newspaper.
Senator Diller: Statesman and Orator.
Hooker T. Washington and Industrial Education.
The Perseverance of Senator Gore.
The Sympathetic Side of Lincoln.
The Humorous Side of Lincoln.
Why the U. S. Should Elect a Democratic President.
The Honor System.
The Student Self-Government.
The Power of the Newspaper.
The Theatre: Its Use and Abuse.
Intensive Farming.
The Utah Orchards.
The Statesmanship of Washington.
The Reclamation Act.
The Smooth Homestead Act.
The Methods of the Salvation Army.
The Strike on the Harriman R. R. System.
The Awakening of China.
Landscape Gardening.
Logan’s Present City Government.
The Powers of the Speaker of the House.
The Planetesimal Hypothesis.
Public Speaking of To-Day.
The Humor of Charles Dickens.
The Farmers’ Round-Up.
Woman in Legislation.
Woman in the Home.
Jane Addams: America’s Greatest Woman.
The Change in the Feminine Ideal.
The Place of Art in Industrial Education.
What the Experiment Station Does for the Farmer.
Madame Curie.
The White Plague.

NOTE:
Hugo De Vries.
Metschnikoff.
The Measure of a Man.
More Money for Peace—Less for War.
The Power of Truth.
The Dickens Centenary.
Educational Ideals of To-Day.
The Dollar Hen.
Either the affirmative or the negative of the following propositions:
Resolved—
That Intercollegiate Athletic Contests should be Abolished.
That in English Speaking Countries, Opera should be sung in English.
That Bill Boards should be Eliminated by Taxation,.
That the Parcels Post System would seriously injure Local Retail Trade.

The First National Bank
of Logan, Utah
Capital, Surplus and Undivided Profits

$120,000
Total Deposits. $450,000

Welcomes and appreciates your business whether large or small and believes its extensive resources developed by twenty years of constant, considered, conservative accommodations, a splendid endorsement of its most satisfactory service to the people of Logan and vicinity.

STUDENT LIFE

We make a specialty to satisfy our patrons.
Give us a try.
N. A. Larson Hardware COMPANY

THE BOOSTERS INN
...CAFE....

16 East First North

Honest Treatment to All
WM. CURRELL
"Students’ Expressman"
Baggage Transferred to all parts of the city.
Seneca Cameras, film firm, drugs, residence phone 604.

College Souvenirs
C. M. WENDELBÖE
33 East First North St.
Logan, Utah

STUDENTS
When you want your Baggage Transferred, Please call WM.
Pony Express and Baggage Line
J. W. AULT, Proprietor

Piano and Household Furniture Moved

There are plenty of Chocolates on the market, but none just like

Murdock’s

Our will please the most delicate taste. Put up in dainty packages, and loose.
A large quantity always on hand.

College Barber Shop

A. S. HORNE

Druggist

Pure Drugs, Fine Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Hot Soda Water Our Specialty

Bank Barber Shop

H. J. Carlisle, Proprietor

Modern Equipment. Baths.
Basement Thatcher Bank
EXCHANGES

The question of judicial recall has been selected for the triangular debate between the Universities of Colorado, Kansas and Utah.

The rival teams from Missouri offer scholarships to the boys who grow the best ten ears of corn in the county. There are sixty boys taking the agricultural course in the state university this winter as the result of this offer.

Ashes to ashes, dust to dust, if Botany won't kill us, Chemistry must—N. D. A. C. Freshman Special.

To advertise the institution, the U. of Missouri has moving pictures of various students activities shown throughout the state during the year.

New Library for Harvard
The new Library proposed by the Harvard Corporation will cost $2,000,000 and will have shelf room for 2,400,000 volumes.

U. of W. Tightens Up
Seventeen students at the University of Washington were forced to leave and 355 were conditioned, according to the December report of the register.

There has been a great deal of talk among the Alumni and under graduates of Dartmouth College about selecting the Lion as a special college animal. If this is done it will be necessary to have the animal rampant at the Columbia mascot is a lion合作社.

At the University of Oregon the athletic council has voted unanimously to establish the graduate coach system in football. The plans are to have Richard S. Smith as advisory head and three assistant coaches—one coach to drill the line men, one to drill the end men and the other to drill the backs.

A ruling has been made by the regents of the University of Nebraska that no more political meetings for the discussion of public questions may be held on the campus.

The Noble Prize for chemistry has been recently awarded to Mme. Marie Curie of the University of Paris. It was Mme. Curie with her husband, who discovered radium.

Idaho School of Forestry
The University of Idaho expects in the near future to have one of the strongest and best equipped forestry departments in the United States.

Trials of the Foe
Freshman at Wisconsin are not allowed to walk on the campus. They are compelled to run from the buildings with their caps in their left hands.

In a recent swimming contest held in Brookwell pool at Princeton University the intercollegiate record for the 220 yard swim was broken by E. Cross, a sophomore at that institution. Cross covered the distance in 27 minutes and 37 seconds, just one second less than the former intercollegiate record.

Important Discovery Made
A discovery has been made by the students in the department of chemistry at the University of Washington of a process which will place Douglas fir oil on a par with that which is extracted from pine. This will utilize the millions of feet of fir stumps, roots and tree limbs which at present represent nearly one-half the standing timber. The process also provides for the manufacture of a fine grade of paper from the waste after the oil has been extracted.

YOU CAN ALWAYS DO BETTER AT
On Clothing Shoes, Hats and Furnishings. Try us and be Convinced.

The Students Barbers
KEATON & EAMES
Base ment E a g l e Hotel
INFORMAL TALKS ON LITERARY TOPICS

(Continued from page 1)

ferent from class-room work as could well be imagined. There will be no required attendance, no text-books, no recitations, no required reading, no tests, no examinations, no questions asked, no credit. The aim will be simply and solely to introduce to the audience, men and women of note, in the literary world, especially the contemporary literary world, to interest the students in meritorious literature, partly by comment, but chiefly by illustrative extract.

The range of topics will embrace fiction, contemporary and standard, the drama, epic and lyric poetry, biography and autobiography, the essay, satire and parody. The present, the lectures will be held Saturday afternoon at 4:30, in Room 352. The first meeting will occur tomorrow at that hour. To keep up the total differentiation from "courses in literature," the subject is not announced beforehand. A cordial invitation is extended to all students, regular or special, of collegiate standing.

There were twenty-six candidates in answer to a call for first track practice at Princeton University.
W. G. Farrell Lectures
ON INSURANCE

Makes Splendid Explanation for Rates.

What proved to be a most entertaining and instructive lecture was given Saturday afternoon under the auspices of the Commercial club by Mr. W. G. Farrell, agent for the Penn Mutual Life Insurance company in Utah. He chose as his subject "Mortality Tables as a Basis for Estimating Cost of Life Insurance," and explained in a lucid way the facts on which charges are based for insurance. He showed that insurance is no magic arrangement but a carefully worked out program whereby the insured merely put into a fund a sum which will earn sufficient in the estimated life of the person insuring to return to his beneficiaries the amount for which he insured. It has been found, he explained, through the expert gathering of statistics along this line, that a given number of men of a certain class die each year and insurance merely provides for a payment of a sufficient amount by all insured individuals plus an additional sum to meet the expense of handling the amounts paid in and putting them to productive purposes, to pay the required amounts to the insured as their deaths occur. The amounts to be paid are based on these mortality tables which is illustrated by the following: if as the table shows 723 out of $4,000 die at age 32, and each of the $4,000 are insured for $1,000, then the amount to be raised the first year will be $723,000, and as all of the $4,000 make one payment each will have to pay $8.61, provided no allowance for earning power of the money for the year is made. This does not provide either for the handling of the funds paid in which expense on the average is found to be about $3.00.

After giving the detailed account of the practical way in which the charges for insurance are made, Mr. Farrell gave a splendid description of the immensity of an insurance business and the tremendous amount of commercial paper that is handled.

The lecture was thoroughly enjoyed and already preparations are under way for more such talks.

One hundred and twenty men have turned out for the crew at Pennsylvania.

W. G. Farrell Lectures
ON INSURANCE

ART NOTES

The Art department of the College seems to have been a source of surprise to most of the many visitors during the past two weeks. They were surprised first at seeing so much room occupied by a department which they supposed consisted merely of a course or two in freehand drawing and picture making. They were further surprised to see in each room visited an entirely different line of work going on and especially to see the practical nature of all the required courses. They were also surprised to note that even in the elementary courses students were doing just that line of work which was indispensable in the school to which they belonged; thus boys in Agriculture doing plant, animal, and insect study in a more or less analytical way; while the girls were studying decorative work with problems of the home as motifs. This latter course especially was attractive to the lady visitors from the Conference, "Why don't you give us more of this and at least you ought to have let us know. This kind of work and study is just as essential as cooking or economics," said one visitor after having spent about an hour in the department and having the work explained to her. Another lady said she had a daughter in school who had taken no art yet, as she entered a third year student. The latter said she didn't want to argue if she could help it. The mother said she knew her girl couldn't have visited the department or she would have felt different. Again, one of our present students came to find out if it were not possible to escape art, but on finding out what it was she became enthusiastic and is one of our strongest students. Her only regret now is that she won't be able to get as much as she would like. This growth in interest is due to the practical nature of the courses. The department is growing, because it is supplying a long felt need in the hearts of the people. In this way it is trying to uphold the ideals of the College.

O. A. C. Hopeful

The outlook for the O. A. C. in basket ball this year is by no means as dark as it has been in the immediate past. This year there is an abundance of excellent available material.

"SWEET KITTY BELAIRE'S"

The Coy Maid to Appear March 22 and 23. Miss Smart and Entire Cast Moving under full Head.

Manager Ed. Holmgren and the Executive committee decided to submit to the President's office the dates, March 22nd and 23rd, as the two evenings for the drama "Sweet Kitty Belaires."

Miss Smart reports steady progress by the cast, and all feel that they will be in good trim by the dates set next month. The play is a joyous affair, and the cast is well chosen so that the college and the town's people can count on a treat in the drama.

USEFUL INFORMATION

Joe Olsen: This is a little off the subject, Professor, but how do you distinguish artificial diamonds, from the natural ones?

This point was made sufficiently clear by Mr. Olsen, but there was more he wanted to know and question No. 2 ran like this:

The jeweler says, Professor, that it is very difficult to distinguish between a radium diamond, which can be obtained for $4, answer the same purpose as the same size in the natural gem, which would cost something like $100!

Prof. Porter did not attempt to solve this problem, since he was not acquainted with radium diamonds, and was not up on the prices.

There was evidently something still unsettled in Mr. Olsen's mind for he continued: Is it possible to make artificial diamonds as large as the ordinary sizes used in rings?"

But the bell rang and we didn't hear the rest. Be careful, girls.
BASKET BALL
LAST MONDAY
BEST DISPLAY OF COLLEGE SPIRIT SEEN THIS YEAR

B. Y. are Victorious.

Yes, we were defeated! Fairly outplayed by the team of the B Y, College last Monday night.

We congratulate the Crimson on their success and good team work. But we have no feelings of fault finding toward our own team, for not a man shirked his duty or fudged to play his best during the entire game. The great difficulty with our team was its lack of practice. The team has not played together enough to get thoroughly acquainted, as was evident throughout the game.

We have had no gymnasium this year, not even the old court affair of other years. Every time the team has practiced they have been compelled to go away down there to the B. Y. "gym" and have had no chance to get in shape for a game against men who are playing every day.

But what do we care for defeat anyway? Who ever heard of a nurse as a basketball defeat injuring, even to a small degree, the courage of a bunch of sturdy Aggies?

We are delighted over the results of the game, for it brought more to us than victory could have done; it brought about a glorious resurrection of the school spirit and patriotism which had lain dormant throughout the past months of this school. Hundreds had declared it dead, and made pessimistical prognostications as to its ever being revived this year. However it was discovered that College spirit was not dead, but peacefully sleeping in an extreme of peaceful and quiet school where nothing had happened for many months to disturb its slumbers.

Last Monday the first real "call to arms" of the year came, for our old opponent the B. Y. C., who for the past two years has known only defeat at our hands, sent out a loud and boisterous challenge to us to meet them again in basket ball. And what was the result: The smouldering fire of Patriotism found only in the breasts of true Aggies was instantly fanned to flames, a few hundred attended the game and let B. Y. know they were there too.

The Pesimists, who had long since pronounced the funeral sermon over what he considered the corpse of Aggie spirit, opened his eyes in wonder and surprise and stuffed his fingers in his ears to preserve his ear drums as "Rac-anty Car" "A-G-I-E-Sh" etc. etc. rent the air and stimulated the team to their best efforts.

Not the least feature of the evening was our clergy band led by Drum-Major Clayton, who certainly understood his business. The costumes were fine, especially Sharp as Teddy Roosevelt. The music also was appropriate and assisted much in awakening the students to the fact that they were "to get behind the team."

Oh how we have longed to see this spirit before! How the days have dragged by and hour some study has been uninterrupted by anything in the way of life! How delightfully inspiring a good healthy cheer is to tired mind. Every one agrees that it is the life of college. Now what are we going to do? Let it die out again or keep it alive? We have got to stand together and back up the team. Other games are coming on in the future. Other years are coming when we will have a gymnasium of our own. Base ball and track work are coming.

Tomorrow those interested in this work will meet. Are you among them? What are you willing to do? Now do go out and shake yourself and take fresh air at least, and if you can't play you can cheer. Let the game live within your breast that little spark of school spirit and boost Don't knock. Whoever saw a horse kick and pull at the same time. When you feel that school life is dull remember that you are part of the school and are expected to do as much to support it as is anyone else.

THAT FRESHMAN PARTY

The Freshmen held forth in the Women's Building last Saturday night. There was nothing slow about it either. How could there be with the Freshies? There was a program of songs, piano and mandolin and guitar music. Dancing was also enjoyed.

Ice cream blocks and wafer cones served a la Freshe. Among the guests were members of every class in school, from the dignified Seniors down to the meek and lovely Prep. Altogether it was a splendid time.

We've been preps, we'll be seniors sometime, but we're glad we're Freshe now. Hurrah!

"MEN WHO KNOW"

USE THE

DE LAVAL
Cream Separator

Does it not mean a great deal to YOU, the prospective buyer of a Cram Separator, that such men as:
Andrew Carnegie, the great steel magnate.
F. G. Bourne, Pres't Singer Sewing Machine Co.
J. Ogden Armour, head of Armour & Co.
Henry Williams, Pres't Sherwin-Williams Paint Co.
John Arbuckle, the great coffee merchant.
J. C. Haagland, Pres't Royal Baking Powder Co.
C. L. Tiffany, of the great New York jewelers
C. W. Seamsen, Pres't Remington Typewriter Co.
Hon. Wm. J. Gaynor, Mayor of New York City

and many others like them, good dairy farmers as well as great leaders in every sphere of human endeavor, each of whom is possessed of much personal experience and a thousand authoritative sources of separator information, are among the 1,275,000 satisfied users of DE LAVAL Cream Separators?

It's always good policy to profit by the experience of others.

The DE LAVAL SEPARATOR COMPANY
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE

FREE ART EXHIBIT

At Wm. Edwards Furniture
Starts Monday, February 26th, Continuing For Ten Days.
College Pictures with U. A. C. Monograms and Colors
Water Colors, Posters, Mottoes, Comics, Beautiful Mounted Sepia Pictures, 35c each

COME AND SEE THEM!

B.Y.U STUDENTS CELEBRATE

The B. Y. U. of Provo, won their annual debate with the U. of U. Friday evening, Feb. 16. Among the guests were members of every class in school, from the dignified Seniors down to the meek and lovely Prep. Altogether it was a splendid time.

We've been preps, we'll be seniors sometime, but we're glad we're Freshe now. Hurrah!
**Locals**

Say, doesn’t that “Thomas Smart” plate show up classy over on the gym.

Who ever saw more “College Spirit” than at the B. Y. game last Monday? Some class!

Don’t forget the Basketball Game Tonight, with the U. of U. at 8 p.m. Everybody come.

Prof. Alvin Peterson, of the English Department, is going East for further study next year.

Jack: “Sam, why don’t you take Miss A— to the dance?”

Sam: “O, no! she’s got sore lips.”

Next Monday, the 26th, is two months since Christmas. Now, altogether, “Why it doesn’t seem possible.”

Harry Beagley, of the Senior class, has been offered a position in the Nephi High School. This is in his home town, and it seems likely that he will accept.

**ALL THOSE INTENDING TO PLAY BASEBALL OR TAKE TRACK WORK, PLEASE MEET IN ROOM 76 AT 4 O’CLOCK SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 24.**

The Fifth Ward Mutuals have the following program in the 5th ward hall, February 29, at 7:30 p.m.: Prof. Larsen: “What the Bible has Contributed to Literature.” Prof. Arnold: “What Heathen Religious have Contributed to Literature.” All welcome.

See yourselves as other see you. These are just a few out of the exam papers of one class. Brush up! Never let it happen again: Ararage, merchandise, business—use, refered, effort, commodity, leakage, payed, ment—meant, describable, usely, currency, capatial, hording, partnership, dissolveable, pair, leaf, college, libelable, fence, profits, convenient.

Don’t you get a touch of spring fever seeing the track men get out to practice?

Don’t forget the Basketball Game Tonight, with the U. of U. at 8 p.m. Everybody come.


It is understood Prof. Porter and Professor Turpin are considering the question of further study next year.

Cheer up fellows! Even when we do lose basketball games against local, just think how it will be when we get in the new gym.

Lost—A watch and fob between Second South and U. A. C. Initials J. L. M. on front case. Finder please return to Registrar’s office.

Remember the Military Ball! Grandest thing ever yet. At Auditorium Monday night, Feb. 26, 8:30 p.m. Tickets $1.00. Extra ladies 25c.

Prof: When the district school kids came up here they gave them turnip milk and apples.

Dollar: How do you know, did they take you for one of them?

Pres. Leroy Stevens of Student Body has been offered the first position open for the Seniors this year. It is the Principalship of Millard Stake Academy. He is considering the matter.

The rumor that was current thru the halls about Schweitzer audience in the Bot. Lab. is declared by the lady herself to be absolutely without foundation. Schweitzer simply grins and says nothing. Since Beers has made no denial as to his performance on the hill we are only left to believe that the story is valid.

**Never mind, Aggies, the spirit was even better than the singing last Friday night.**

**Hunacker, Is Ev. 2: “A poor man is one who hasn’t enough to live upon, more or less.”**

**Don’t forget the Basketball Game Tonight, with the U. of U. at 8 p.m. Everybody come.**

**It seemed natural to have Patty Barret Sharp around school last week. She said she felt fine and when asked how Dave was, replied, “lonesome.”**

**What’s the matter with the A. C. Band? Nothing at all! As everyone who heard them in chapel, or elsewhere, will tell you. The one end man is a little too conspicuous with his short clarinet, as it were. Sacrifice individual prestige to team work, my boy, and you will be more highly respected. “But don’t the boys play fine!” That’s the word in everyone’s mouth.**

**Cache Valley Banking Co.**

LOGAN, UTAH

Capital and Surplus $110,000.00

We Solicit Accounts of the Faculty and Student Body, and shall be pleased to have our share of the College business.

**STUDENTS**

Will Find Everything in Drugs, Text Articles & Sundries

**THE RABE STUDIO**

**Napoleon**

Went, Saw and Conquered

Students come, are to be continued, that our work cannot be surpassed. A Trial Order will convince you.

Visitors Welcome. Bring your Friends.

**American Steam Laundry**

Expert Laundromat and French Dry Cleaning

**Photographs**

Have Yours Taken at Torgeson-Odell Studio

Corner Main and Center Sts.

**Napoleon**

Went, Saw and Conquered

Students come, are to be continued, that our work cannot be surpassed. A Trial Order will convince you.

Visitors Welcome. Bring your Friends.

**American Steam Laundry**

Expert Laundromat and French Dry Cleaning

**Photographs**

Have Yours Taken at Torgeson-Odell Studio

Corner Main and Center Sts.

**The Cardon Jewelry Company**

[Has just received a complete assortment of Waterman and Conklin Pens, and guarantee to fit any hand.]

**Let us try to fit yours**

**EYES TESTED AND GLASSES CORRECTLY FITTED**

41 North Main

**It Makes a Difference**

and a big difference too, where you have your prescriptions prepared. Our drug store is strictly reliable. Our customers will tell you our service is prompt, efficient and courteous.

**Co-Operative Drug Co.**

14 W. Center St., Logan, Utah. The Prescription Store.
THE ETERNAL WHY. In our last imprint "The Eternal Why" contribution by a student criticized some attitudes of teachers, some methods of teaching, and some standards of scholarship in the A. C. which our contributor took exception to. Among them the College Roll, and a sort of parrot-like form of class recitation were mentioned.

In regards the College Roll and its implied standard of judging a student's capacity in scholarship by his A and B record we rise to say this:

Without doubt the standard is crude, and hence the judgment it suggests is wide of the true mark at times, and in cases works positive injustice to the better grade of students who are conscious in sticking to original thought, and are honest and fair in examinations. And yet we thing the College Roll has a place here at the A. C. It has a place because it furnishes a motive for endeavor to excel in class work.

Now, "The Eternal Why" writer would seem to be an advanced student. To such the motive to excel given by the College Roll is meaningless. More or less it seems "kiddish", no doubt, and a reflection somewhat on his good judgment of what is required here of him. But remember, we deal here with an average of young people, and to them a spirit of rivalry, of competition, is vital. To them the College Roll is not "kiddish". It is a sort of "point de résistance"; a sort of bulletin board, showing out the progress of the battle in the arena below. He's concerned in that announcement vitally.

Of course the Roll works well as well as weal. But so does any competition in life, whether it be rivalry with one's peer, or simply the struggle with the world for a living. But God made his world on that plan. And though in life's struggles in God's world here below, the thief, the robber, the high finance plunderer are directly stimulated into growth and made temporarily to flourish as the "green bay tree," yet we willingly admit that all in all the plan of competition and struggle is wisely enforced in mundane affairs. And this notwithstanding the evil it seems to promote and almost invite.

So let us say, the plan of rivalry for which a College Roll standard is wisely instituted at the A. C. We can add merely, let the wisest discretion be used in working out the details of the plan.

HISTORY VS HISTORICAL DISPLAY

This week and last had in them the anniversaries of two great Americans, i. e. Washington and Lincoln. To fittingly recall to our minds the deep debt of gratitude we owe these two great men, Prof. Dale of the department of History, prepared and gave to us (not forcefully, but he gave it) a neat, little, patriotic talk on this subject of men, freedom, patriotism, etc.

Some said we should have had a stirring patriotic address. True, Prof. Dale didn't swing his arms nor shout; but he gave a genuine patriotic address, just the same. In college we should rely more upon individual thought, and not be as the ingredients of a plum-pudding that need so much "stirring."

The populace generally is influenced more through the emotions than through the reasoning power. To the scholarly mind, however, truth, logic, and experience appeal more strongly than does a super-abundance of sentimental or emotional forecuses. Having a message and saying something every sentence, is making a good address. -Student.
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